Huawei Twitter and Facebook March 13 – 15

Looking good! Read why @techradar says the Huawei MatebookD15 is a "mid-range laptop with high-end looks." techradar.com

Wonder where #5G can take us? #rethinkingpossibilities

Find out how #ICT can play a key role in healthcare, education & business to reduce the impact of #COVID19 on life & work. Coronavirus HuaweiBlog tinyurl.com/vegeooi

ICYMI: Huawei USA CSO @Andy_Purdy got real at @EconomistEvents EconInnov during his fireside chat. Here is the full conversation, cybersecurity tinyurl.com/vegeooi
Explore the solutions & partnerships that brought home 5 @GSMA #GLOMO awards for Huawei, including Tech of the Future, 5G Leadership & Climate Action. HuaweiBlog tinyurl.com/upesezt

For years, Huawei has been committed to connecting the underserved American rural community. Congress wants to pass a bill to rip and replace Huawei equipment... but then replace with what?

Welcome to a greener world powered by 5G.

Antonio Santos, senior expert on data intelligence, provides insight into the positive social impact of Huawei's new 5G products.

Huawei News: The Real Value Of 5G
Learn how Huawei MEC provides a reliable and inspired service experience, enabling all industries to achieve more with heightened capabilities.

Huawei 5G MEC: A Powerful Enabler Of All Industries

Ren Zhengfei shares how times of crisis can bring about change and opportunity, which is what launched Huawei's rise to becoming the world's second largest smartphone maker.

Find out how #ICT can play a key role in healthcare, education & business to reduce the impact of #COVID19 on life & work. #Coronavirus #HuaweiBlog

https://tinyurl.com/vrhcjz2
Explore the solutions & partnerships that brought home 5 @GSMA #GLOMO awards for Huawei, including Tech of the Future, 5G Leadership & Climate Action. #HuaweiBlog https://tinyurl.com/upehpz